We report on observations of several optical emission lines toward a variety of newly revealed faint, large-scale Hα-emitting structures in the warm ionized medium (WIM) of the Galaxy. . This suggests that the gas is warmer, in a lower ionization state, and ionized by a softer spectrum than the gas in classical H II regions surrounding O stars, the presumed ionization source for the WIM. In addition, we find differences in the physical conditions between the large filamentary structures and the more diffuse WIM, suggesting that the filaments are regions of higher density, not geometrical projections of folds in large sheet-like or shell-like structures.
Introduction
Within the past 20 years, the warm ionized medium (WIM) has emerged as an important component of the interstellar medium (ISM) of our Galaxy (Reynolds 1990) . Characterized by its low density (0.1 cm −3 ), large scale height (1 kpc), and warm temperature (10 4 K), the diffuse WIM pervades the Galaxy and significantly impacts our understanding of heating and ionization processes in the ISM. Despite its importance, the nature and origin of the WIM remains poorly understood. The WIM is thought to be photoionized by O and early B stars that are principally located near the Galactic plane. However, this requires that a significant fraction of Lyman continuum radiation from these stars is able to propagate through the ubiquitous neutral H I disk and up into the halo. It is unlikely that most of the WIM is ionized through shocks, because this requires that supernovae convert almost all of their mechanical energy into Lyman continuum radiation, and is inconsistent with the narrow line widths (∼ 20 km s −1 ) of emission lines in the WIM. Photoionization models of the WIM employ low ionization parameters to reproduce the observations, but still have difficulty reproducing all of the emission line ratios (e.g., Collins & Rand 2001, see also Wood; Elwert, this volume) . In addition, recent observations suggest that a sig-nificant heating source, beyond photoionization, may become dominant in low density regions of the WIM where n e ∼ < 0.1 cm −3 .
One of the primary sources of information about the WIM comes from studies of faint optical emission lines. The Wisconsin H-Alpha Mapper (WHAM) has observed the entire northern sky (δ > -30 • ) in the Balmer-α line, and has produced, for the first time, velocity-resolved maps of H II with a spectral and spatial resolution comparable to all-sky H I maps (Haffner et al. 2003) . The WHAM sky survey has revealed the presence of bright, classical H II regions along with fainter large-scale ionized filaments, loops, and arcs, superposed on a diffuse background. The physical conditions of the WIM can be studied through the use of nebular emission line diagnostics that are commonly used for much brighter sources (e.g. H II regions and planetary nebulae). The WHAM survey provides an excellent basis for a similar study of the WIM. Comparing the relative strengths of various emission lines allows us to explore the range of physical conditions present among the various features in the WIM, search for patterns in these conditions, and relate these conditions to those associated with classical H II regions. Here, we discuss such a study toward several interesting features in the WIM.
Observations
All of our observations were obtained with the WHAM instrument, which is a dual-etalon Fabry-Perot spectrometer that produces an optical spectrum with a resolution of 12 km s −1 over a 200 km s −1 spectral window, averaged over its 1 • field of view. WHAM was specifically designed to study faint, diffuse emission with high sensitivity, and can observe lines as faint as ∼ 0.01 R In § §3-6 below, we discuss sets of observations toward a few distinguished features in the WIM, followed by a summary of our results in §7. A more complete discussion of these observations can be found in Madsen (2004) .
Orion-Eridanus Bubble
One of the largest networks of interconnected Hα-emitting structures in the WHAM Hα sky survey is in the constellations of Orion and Eridanus, shown on the left in Figure 1 . Reynolds & Ogden (1979) combined kinematic and spatial emission-line data toward this region, and found that the filaments and loops are all part of an asymmetrically expanding shell of neutral and ionized gas, with a diameter of ≈ 280 pc. They suggested that Lyman continuum photons travel largely unimpeded through this hot (T ∼ 10 6 K) cavity, ionizing its walls, and is consistent with the detection of diffuse X-ray emission interior to the bubble walls. Among the most luminous, hot stars within the bubble, δ Ori, an O9.5I star, has no H II region around it, implying that most of its ionizing radiation can travel unimpeded through the cavity and ionize the bubble walls. A summary of our multiwavelength emission line observations toward this bubble is shown in Figure 2 . The letter and numbers at the top of the plot refer to the labels shown in Figure 1 . The line intensities and ratios are shown as a function of angular distance, D θ , from the approximate center of Orion OB1 assocation. The variations in [N II]/Hα can be attributed to variations in temperature of the emitting gas, since N + /H + ≈ 1 in and around this bubble is very low, indicating a relatively low ionization state of the gas. The low He I/Hα measurements suggest that He + /He ∼ < 0.3, which is consistent with an ionizing spectrum from a continuum source with T * ∼ < 35,000 K, equivalent to a O8.5I or O9.5V star or cooler. Across the southern edge of the shell, directions A-G, we find that the [N II] and [S II] emission is strongest behind the Hα filaments, further from the ionizing source, but is interior to the location of the brightest H I emission.
Perseus Superbubble
Another, much larger, bubble-like structure is shown in Figure 3 . The map on the left is of Hα emission at velocities −75 km s −1 < v LSR < −45 km s −1 , corresponding to emission from the Perseus spiral arm at a distance of ≈ 2 kpc. A bipolar loop structure extends up to 30 • , or ≈ 1 kpc, above and below the Galactic plane. The W4 star-forming region is near the center of this structure at (ℓ, b) ≈ (135 • , 0 • ), and several studies have suggested that a large 'chimney' has been carved out there, allowing radiation and hot gas to move out into the Galatic halo (e.g., Normandeau et al. 1996; Reynolds et al. 2001 ). We observed ). Here we see that this trend holds even among individual features within the WIM.
Northern Filament
The map on the right in Figure 1 shows a remarkable, ∼ 2 • -wide, Hα filament that rises vertically 60 • from the Galactic plane near longitude l = 225 • , which we refer to as the 'Northern Filament'. Haffner et al. (1998) examined this region in the Hα survey and found that the filament is likely associated with the H II region S292 near (ℓ, b) ≈ (225 • , 0 • ). However, they did not find an acceptable explanation for its origin, and point out that the relatively constant Hα surface brightness along the filament suggests that it is ionized by ambient Lyman continuum radiation escaping the Galactic midplane, rather than from a jet-like phenomenon. We have observed several emission lines toward the labeled directions A-F overlayed on the map in Figure 1 . We find that along the length of the filament, [N II]/Hα remains constant, ≈ 0.4 -0.5, suggesting that the temperature is T ≈ 7400 K, similar to what is found in other regions of the WIM with comparable emission measure. This implies that the appearance of this filament in the Hα sky is due to a density enhancement, the same conclusion 
Inner Galaxy
A suprising result from the Hα sky survey was the detection of Hα emission toward a region of the inner Galaxy at velocities that exceeded v LSR ∼ > +100 km s −1 , the positive velocity limit of the survey. We have reobserved this region of the Galaxy and have indentified a strong concentration of high velocity emission (+100 km s −1
, known as the Scutum Cloud. The ratio of Hα/Hβ as a function of velocity suggests that A(V ) ≈ 3 out to the tangent point velocity, and suggests that we are detecting optical emission a few degrees away from the Galactic plane at a distance of more than 6 kpc from the Sun. Figure 5 shows all of our pointed observations of multiple emission lines toward several interesting features in the WIM. These include multiple velocity components toward the northern and southern loop of the Perseus superbubble, the Northern Filament, a high latitude arc, part of an H I feature known as the IV Arch, the Orion-Eridanus bubble, several classical H II regions, and two hot evolved stellar cores. Large-scale maps in Hα, [N II], and [S II] toward the Orion and Perseus bubbles, over different velocity intervals, have also been analyzed. From these data, we draw the following conclusions:
Summary
1) The temperature of warm ionized gas is higher in regions of lower emission measure. The higher temperatures in the WIM are confirmed by the [N II] λ5755/[N II] λ6583 intensity ratios.
2) Filamentary structures have physical conditions that differ from those in the fainter, more diffuse background. This implies that they are likely regions of enhanced density, not directions of increased pathlength through the diffuse background along folds or edge projections of thin shells or sheets.
3) The ionization state in the WIM is lower than in H II regions. We find that the fraction of O ++ /O and He + /He in the WIM is low compared to H II regions, implying a lower ionization state and softer ionizing radiation field. Low density gas closer to the Galactic plane may be more highly ionized than gas at larger distances, with this trend reversing in the inner Galaxy.
4) Physical conditions within large ionized bubbles do not change significantly with distance from the ionizing source. Compared to the Perseus superbubble, the smaller, brighter Orion-Eridanus bubble has low [N II]/Hα ratios, similar to those in classical H II regions. This implies that bubble size, gas den- sity within the ionized shell, or the flux and spectrum of the radiation escaping the O star cluster may be important in setting the conditions within the ionized gas.
